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An important aspect of system optimization research is the discovery of program traits or behaviors. In this
paper, we present an automated method of program characterization which is able to examine and cluster
program graphs, i.e., dynamic data graphs or control flow graphs. Our novel approximate graph clustering
technology allows users to find groups of program fragments which contain similar code idioms or patterns
in data reuse, control flow, and context. Patterns of this nature have several potential applications including
development of new static or dynamic optimizations to be implemented in software or in hardware.
For the SPEC CPU 2006 suite of benchmarks, our results show that approximate graph clustering is
effective at grouping behaviorally similar functions. Graph based clustering also produces clusters that
are more homogeneous than previously proposed non-graph based clustering methods. Further qualitative
analysis of the clustered functions shows that our approach is also able to identify some frequent unexploited
program behaviors. These results suggest that our approximate graph clustering methods could be very
useful for program characterization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identifying interesting program execution behaviors is important for creating optimized, secure systems. Today, program characterization is a laborious and increasingly time consuming process due to a combination of factors including the growth in
number of applications, the wide variety of platforms these applications run on, and
difficulty in the characterization process. To see some of the challenges in program
characterization consider the case of SPEC benchmarks. Figure 1 plots the number
of functions responsible for a certain fraction of the execution time. For example, five
functions from each SPEC INT benchmark (of which there are 11), contribute to, on average, 67% of execution time. If SPEC FP is examined as well, the number of functions
grows from 55 to 135. In fact, examining all of the functions in SPEC responsible for
any non-trivial amount of execution time (at least 1%) requires characterizing about
300 functions comprising about 14,000 lines of code. This is a significant amount of code
but is still small in comparison to real-life codes. The last data set shown in figure 1 is
coverage data from the V8 Javascript Engine, a production library used in the Chrome
web browser. The V8 profiling data indicate that the amount of code that must be
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Fig. 1. This chart plots cumulative program execution time (on the Y-axis) along with number of functions contributing to the execution time (on the X-axis). Measurements on 11 SPEC INT benchmarks and
16 SPEC FP (both averaged in the figure) and the V8 Javascript engine distributions all demonstrate that
many functions contribute to total execution time significantly. This spread presents a significant challenge
for program characterization.

characterized is very large—nearly 30% of its functions must be examined to cover
90% of its execution. Given this immense scale, automated program characterization
could be much more comprehensive than manual characterization, potentially yielding
better results.
To ameliorate these challenges researchers have proposed a wide variety of technologies including sophisticated code profiling, fast simulation techniques, and machine
learning with performance counter data [Namolaru et al. 2010; Dubach et al. 2007;
Demme and Sethumadhavan 2011; Eeckhout 2010]. Some researchers have even proposed crowdsourcing approaches [Fursin and Temam 2009; Fursin et al. 2008]. In this
paper we propose a new, complementary technique to study program behavior. Our
program characterization technique allows automatic identification of unique code behaviors across a code base by approximately clustering program graphs. By clustering
similar graphs, we expose similar control and dataflow patterns in software, allowing
one representative sample from each cluster to be studied rather than all graphs.
While we are not the first to observe the benefit of clustering [Joshi et al. 2006],
prior approaches have focused on clustering of non-graphical formats such instruction
frequency, or microarchitecture dependent features such as cache misses or IPC measured from performance counters. Our technique is the first to propose clustering on
program graphs and thus enables microarchitecture independent characterization of
programs. Futher, graphical intermediate representations are a semantic step closer
to algorithmic description and thus may offer more fundamental insights into program
traits and lead to more comprehensive program characterization.
In this paper we adapt a decade old advance in identifying similarity in graphs [Melnik et al. 2002] to create approximate graph clustering for program characterization.
Traditional graph similarity methods such as isomorphism can determine if two graphs
match, but are not useful for clustering because even very similar programs can produce
slightly different graphs. Approximate graph clustering, on the other hand, instead of
providing discrete answers, produces a continuous measure for similarity based on the
number and content of nodes and edges and graph topologies. This continuous measure
lends itself to grouping graphs using known clustering techniques.
To evaluate the usefulness of graph clustering we compare it to other known nongraphical, microarchitecture dependent and independent information. We measure the
effectiveness by applying and comparing the effect of existing optimizations to functions
in clusters. We hypothesize that if functions in these clusters react homogeneously
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Fig. 2. CENTRIFUGE involves three stages: data collection, analysis and evaluation. In data collection, information on function behavior is assembled. Analysis uses this information to compute distances between
each function, in turn using this distance data to cluster the functions. Finally, in the evaluation stage we
examine the clusters to determine their quality.

to optimization then they share common behaviors or characteristics. Homogeneous
reactions also suggest that exemplars from the clusters could be used to develop the
original optimizations.
The results of our evaluation on the SPEC benchmark suite show that clustering programs based on dynamic dataflow graphs produces much better clusters than clustering
with instruction mixes (non-graphical) or other static/dynamic run time characteristics
(non-graphical, microarchitecture dependent). We also qualitatively examined our best
clusters to investigate if new distinct behaviors could be identified in the clusters. We
were able to locate distinct behaviors in some clusters, but not all. This is likely because
the SPEC benchmark is intended to be diverse so little obvious redundancy exists. Our
results suggest that automated behavior identification may be possible with graphical
clustering.
Interesting characteristics found with our techniques could assist in the discovery
of a variety of optimizations in software, hardware or some hybrid of the two. These
optimizations could be purely serial in nature or take advantage of parallelism. For
instance, if one was to build clusters using data dependence information, resulting
clusters might highlight data parallelism patterns ripe for optimization. As another
example, we find an interesting pattern in our results (Table III). As we discuss later,
this very common pattern could be further optimized.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines our clustering framework, called CENTRIFUGE, and details our implementation. We explain our experimental
setup for computing results in Section 3. These results are then presented and analyzed
Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work. We conclude with a discussion of results,
implications and future work in Section 6.
2. METHODOLOGY

Our clustering framework, CENTRIFUGE supports three primary steps: building program
representations, clustering and evaluation. The first stage involves collecting static and
dynamic characteristics of functions into approximate representations of the functions.
The second stage involves two processes: comparison and clustering. Comparison involves examining the approximate representation of different functions to judge their
similarity. This similarity information is then used to cluster the functions into similar
groups. At the end of the second stage a user could study functions from each cluster.
In the evaluation stage—the third and final stage—the contents of each cluster can be
used to analyze the quality of the clusterings. This section provides details about each
of these stages and is intended to give an overview of the processes, desiderata and
tradeoffs relevant to each stage.
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2.1. Representations

The first task in identifying code behaviors is to find static and/or dynamic features that
capture function behavior. Good features will capture all characteristics that influence
performance significantly. In this paper, we include traditional static and dynamic characteristics that are believed to influence performance such as static instruction mix,
static control/data flow graphs and dynamic data flow graphs. In addition we included
two new features: dynamic data flow graphs augmented with locality information and
a representation based on how well functions perform on existing hardware using
existing optimizations. Each of these representations is described below.
(1) Static Instruction Mix. Static instruction mix can be useful as an indicator of
how functions react to optimizations. For instance, clustering based on instruction mix
may group math heavy functions or data movement functions in different clusters, and
optimizations (such as vectorization or optimizations that use string movements) may
operate on functions in different clusters differently. We compute the static instruction mix by compiling a program without any optimization and then categorizing the
instructions into one of following categories: control transfer, arithmetic, logical, and
memory. The fraction of instructions in each category are represented in a vector for
each function in the code base.
(2) Static CDFG. Static control/data flow graphs are commonly used in compiler
analyses. These graphs can capture the parallelism that is available in a function
(or program) and thus may be good candidates to represent function behavior. As is
common in compiler analyses, we use basic blocks as vertices in the flow graphs. We
further annotate our graph vertices with basic block instruction mixes and edges with
the dependence type (control, must pointer, may pointer, register). These dependencies
were generated using the LLVM [Lattner 2002] compiler.
(3) Dynamic DFG. Static CDFGs include static memory dependence information. This
dependence information is computed using alias analysis algorithms, which have been
shown to be imprecise [Mock et al. 2001]. In the worst case, overly conservative analysis
yields completely connected dependence graphs. Since there is only one complete graph
given a number of vertices, this poor analysis effectively reduces the amount of information about the function. Dynamic data flow graphs, on the other hand, can be more
detailed than Static CDFGs because they represent only observed dependence edges
instead of potential dependence edges. Further, we can annotate these graphs with
other dynamic information. In this paper, we use dependence observation frequencies
(the number of times a data dependence is observed between two basic blocks divided
by the number of times the consuming basic block is executed) to add dependence edge
weights to our Dynamic DFGs. To annotate these graphs’ vertices, we compute the
basic block’s dependence chain length (the length of the longest producer-consumer
chain of instructions within a basic block), number of integer instructions, number of
floating point instructions, and number of memory loads, all of which are expressed as
a fraction of total instructions. Dynamic features like execution count can also be used,
though we have found that this can increase sensitivity to input bias.
(4) Dynamic DFG with Load Distance. It has been known for long time that Data
locality is an important determinant of performance along with parallelism [Arvind and
Iannucci 1987]. While the CDFG and Dynamic DFG are likely to be good at capturing
parallelism constraints, they do not explicitly capture locality. To capture locality, we
measure the number of dynamic instructions since each load’s address was last accessed
in the program (measured with PIN on executables with no optimizations). This is
similar to reuse distance [Ding and Zhong 2003], except we count instructions instead of
memory accesses. For example, if a called function accesses an address X which was last
written by the calling function, a very low load distance will result. If, however, address
X was last written during program initialization and has not been read since, a very
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high load distance will result, reflecting the improbability of the location being in the
processor cache. We then compute the average and standard deviation of the logarithms
of all load distances in a function and use these two measures as indicators of reuse.
(5) Function Optimization Reactions. In addition to the above representations, we
can use existing optimizations to cluster similar functions. The intuition is that functions that are similar will be affected to the same degree when a set of optimizations
are applied to them. Observing the optimization reactions, therefore, may give us an
indirect indication of function characteristics. We construct this model by applying
various combinations of known optimizations to a function, measuring the change in
execution time for that function, and computing the function’s optimization reaction,
as defined in Eq. (7). The optimization reactions are then used to cluster functions.
2.2. Comparison Methods

Now that we have the features to create the clusters, the next step is to determine how
these features should be compared. We formalize the comparison by defining distance
functions: for features that are represented in vector formats (e.g., static instruction
mix), we use the Euclidean distance between the two vectors to measure their similarity.
In our initial experiments Euclidean distance yielded better results than alternatives
(like Manhattan distance). For two vectors A and B both with length n, Euclidean
distance is defined as:

 n


(A i − Bi )2
(1)
i=1

Comparison of the graphical representations (e.g., static CDFG, dynamic DFG,
locality-annotated Dynamic DFGs) is more complex, deserving further explanation.
Traditional graph comparison algorithms such as isomorphism and subgraph isomorphism produce boolean “match” or “no match” results when two graphs are compared
and are not useful for computing the approximate similarity between two functions
represented as graphs. Instead, we use an approximate graph comparison technique
[Melnik et al. 2002] to compute the distance between two graphs. Determining the
distance between two graphs involves two steps: mapping and scoring. In the mapping
stage, we pair nodes from the two input graphs. That is, for each vertex in graph A,
we find the vertex in graph B which is most similar, both in terms of the local information (basic block instruction mix) and neighborhood information (the similarity of
connected vertices). The scoring phase then uses this mapping to compute vertex and
graph structural similarity. With our graphical features, this process corresponds to
finding similar basic blocks and then using the edge information (presence or absence
of edge, and edge annotations) to judge the similarity of two functions.
Mapping. The mapping phase has been adapted from the approach described by
Melnik et al. as “Similarity Flooding” [Melnik et al. 2002]. Although we use a similar set
of steps, we have modified the ways in which values are normalized in various phases.
The basic idea is to construct a new graph which contains all possible pairs of vertices
and edges derived from edges in the two original graphs.1 We assign a similarity value
to each vertex (described shortly) in this graph and then iteratively propagate these
values along edges. Upon convergence, each value represents the similarity of a pair of
vertices which is sensitive to both the basic blocks’ functional similarity (as determined
by instruction mix distance) and the two graphs’ structural similarity. We can then use
these values to determine the optimal mapping. The precise details follow in addition
to an example in Figure 3.
1 This

is known as a product graph. Specifically, we use the Tensor product graph.
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Fig. 3. Simple example of the mapping stage, a variant of Similarity Flooding. In this example, we use unity
edge weights and scalar (instead of vector) values in each vertex.

Formally, we begin by forming a tensor graph product of two function graphs to be
matched. For weighted graphs (V A, EA) and (VB, EB), we form the tensor graph product
(V P , EP ):
V p ≡ {Ax B; A ∈ V A, B ∈ VB}
Ep ≡ {((Ax B)x(A x B ), Wa · WB);
(2)
(Ax A , W A) ∈ EA, (Bx B , WB) ∈ EB}
This product graph contains all the possible mappings, so the final mapping is intuitively a restricted subset of this graph.
Next, we define a primitive product graph vertex similarity function, D(v). In our
case, each product graph vertex represents a pair of basic blocks—one from each input
graph—so we use the Manhattan distance between the basic blocks’ instruction mixes.
(In our initial experiments, Manhattan distance yielded better results than the more
popular Euclidean distance.) For two vectors A and B each of length n, Manhattan
distance is defined as:
n

|A i − Bi |
(3)
i=1

Step three involves propagating the similarity scores along the graph edges, in a
manner similar to that described by Melnik et al. [2002]. This is an iterative calculation
wherein at each step, i, we compute each vertex value Mij for each vertex j in V using
the set of adjacent vertices and edge weights, E j and W j :
M0j = D(V j )

D(V )
Mij = max(D(Vi−1j)) · W j
W ja · Mai−1

(4)

a∈E j

The intuition behind this step is that if a node represents a good match and its
neighbors are also good matches, then that node is probably a very good match and
hence its score improves.2
The output from this similarity propagation step is a matrix of vertex-vertex pair
scores which reflect both the primitive basic block and structural similarity. Determining the optimal mapping is thus a matter of selecting the set of pairs which are overall
2 Detailed explanation of the Similarity Flooding algorithm is outside the scope of this paper. Please refer to
Melnik et al. [2002] for more information.
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most similar. This is an instance of the assignment problem and we use the well known
Hungarian Algorithm [Kuhn 1955] to solve it.
Scoring. Once the optimal mapping is established, we merge the two input graphs
and score the merged graph. There are a number of scoring methods one could use. One
might use the scores assigned by the previous mapping step. However, the scores from
the mapping stage have been heavily affected by scores from potential pairs which
turned out to be bad matches. (Recall that the product graph through which scores
are propagated contains all possible pairs from which we select a small subset.) As a
result, the scores from the mapping phase reflect the fitness of the selected vertex pairs
relative to all the possible vertex pairs. The score we want, however, is the similarity
of the two input graphs relative to other graphs.
We have designed an alternative scoring metric which essentially takes the basic
block Manhattan distance and combines it with the structural mismatch which we
define as the normalized quantity of unmatched edges. For each merged vertex, i in
V , we produce the basic block instruction mix Manhattan distance, Di , the number of
common shared edges, 
Si , and the number of non-shared edges, Ei . For vertices with
no counterpart, we use d∈Di d for Di and set Si = Ei . We compute the score as:


1 
Ei
Di +
(5)
|V |
Si + Ei
i∈V

2.3. Clustering Methods

Equipped with quantitative comparisons for each representation, CENTRIFUGE can use
well-known clustering methods such as agglomerative clustering, k-means, or SOM. In
general, a clustering algorithm will attempt to group most similar functions together
based on item distances or similarity of their features.
Some of these clustering techniques such as agglomerative clustering are hierarchical
and produce dendrograms as the output instead of discrete clusters. The dendrograms
can be converted to flat clusters by thresholding—cutting off growth of a cluster at a particular maximum diameter or a predetermined average internal distance. Thresholding
creates a tradeoff between cluster size and the similarity of the contained functions.
Higher thresholds typically create larger clusters with more dissimilarity than lower
thresholds.
The user can also use an alternative property called savings instead of thresholding.
Savings indicates the reduction in number of functions to be examined after clustering.
Formally, the savings yielded from clustering f functions into c clusters is (1 − cf ) · 100.
For example, if 50 functions are clustered 20 groups, then only 20 representative
functions must be studied. This results in a 60% savings in the number of functions to be
understood. The savings and threshold metrics are related because a larger threshold
results in larger savings. Importantly, the savings metric can be compared across
different representations and distance functions whereas threshold cannot since it is
specific to the distance function. Additionally, parameterizing function organization via
savings allows the user to gain better insight into functions’ similarities by adjusting
the savings level. Different clusters are shown at each savings level, indicating the
distribution of similarity for various thresholds.
For this paper, we use average linkage agglomerative clustering with the following
four representations and distance functions.
(1) Instruction Mix. Euclidean distance
(2) Static CDFG. Similarity flooding-based graph distance defined in Section 2.2 using
unity edge weights.
(3) Dynamic DFG. Similarity flooding-based graph distance defined in Section 2.2.
ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization, Vol. 8, No. 4, Article 21, Publication date: January 2012.
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(4) Locality Annotated Dynamic DFG. We must combine the score from Similarity
Flooding-based graph distance (defined in Section 2.2) for the Dynamic DFG with
the load distance information detailed in Section 2.1. This data is represented by
five numbers: the graph distance, g, for each function, the logarithms of the mean
of the load distances, Ma and Mb along with logarithms of the standard deviations
of the load distances, Sa and Sb. We combine them as such:
g + |Ma − Mb| + |Sa − Sb|
(6)
Our fifth representation, optimization reaction, also uses agglomerative clustering,
but instead uses Ward’s linkage [Ward 1963]. Ward’s linkage clustering attempts to
minimize the variance of vector data within clusters. In other words, each time a
cluster is selected for a particular data point, the cluster with the least increase in
internal average variance is selected. Since our evaluation will eventually compute
internal standard deviations, we can expect this clustering technique to create better
clusters.
Optimization Reaction Metric. Since profiling yields absolute times, we cannot directly compare optimization affects without some normalization of the times. Throughout this paper, we use optimization reaction, defined below, to normalize all execution
times to the range [0, 1]. If T ( f, o, i) is the runtime for function f when compiled with
optimization o, executed with input set i and O is set of all profiled optimizations, we
define the optimization reaction:
R( f, o, i) ≡

T ( f, o, i) − min j∈O T ( f, j, i)
max j∈O T ( f, j, i) − min j∈O T ( f, j, i)

(7)

Normalizing the optimizations allows functions to be compared based on their relative effectiveness rather than raw speedup. The optimization reaction metric allows
us to judge a reaction to an optimization by rank, so functions which are both sped up
best by a particular optimization will have similar reactions for that optimization.
Parameter Tuning. In all of these comparison methods, some information may be
more important than others for similarity comparison i.e., the number of memory instructions may influence performance more than the number of math instruction. To
account for this, we can add additional parameters to each distance function allowing
them to weight information differently. For instance, when we compute vector distances, we can instead use a weighted vector distance, changing the importance of
each vector field. We add parameters for two representationss—Dynamic DFGs and
Dynamic DFGs with Load Distances—in the following places.
(1) Vector Distances. All vector distance calculations (in both similarity flooding and
scoring) get weights for each vector field.
(2) Similarity Flooding. In the mapping phase, similarity scores propagate through the
product graph (Eq. (2)). At each iteration, these propogated scores are combined
with local scores, creating a trade off between local and neighborhood similarity
(Eq. (4)). We add weights to each input before adding them.
(3) Graph Scoring. After mapping, a merged graph is created and scored. During this
scoring, several factors are combined to create a single similarity score. Here, we
add importance weights when combining local and neighborhood similarity (similar
to the last point), plus a weights to use for local and neighborhood similarity for
unmatched vertices.
(4) Load Distances. When combining data flow graphs with locality information
(Eq. (6)), we add three pieces of information: graph similarity, difference in log
load distance means and difference in standard deviations. When tuned, each term
is given a weight.
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In total, we have 12 parameters which must be tuned. Given the extreme nonlinearity of graph mapping, scoring and clustering, it is not possible to back-calculate
optimal parameter values. Instead, we must use black-box optimization. In particular,
we implemented simulated annealing, splitting our set of functions into 1/3 for training
and 2/3 for testing. As an objective function, we measure the variance of reaction to
optimization within the generated clusters. As such, simulated annealing with this
objective function will attempt to minimize the variance of reaction to optimization
within the generated clusters.
2.4. Evaluation Strategy for CENTRIFUGE

We have now defined various representations, distance functions and clustering algorithms. Combined, these are used to create a clustering of functions. In this paper,
we compare functions across programs. This function granularity is neither the only
possible granularity nor the optimal granularity, and virtually any block of code could
be compared to any other. However, we chose function granularity for two reasons:
First, functions are the granularity at which programmers generally think. Since we
are attempting to find patterns in programmers’ code, functions are a reasonable code
unit. Second, identifying appropriate code sequences from an entire program is a difficult analysis problem. Other work [Pan and Eigenmann 2008; Triantafyllis et al. 2006]
explores this problem and should integrated into CENTRIFUGE in the future.
To determine the utility of each representation, we must examine the resulting
clustering and judge its quality. We can quantitatively measure quality by studying
optimizations that have already been discovered; in particular, we wish to determine
if our clustering could have been useful in discovering an optimization which already
exists. If the functions in each cluster tend to react similarly to an existing optimization,
then those clusters are significant with respect to that optimization. As a result, having
those clusters may have been useful in developing the optimization. This metric can
easily be quantified by measuring the functions’ reactions to various optimizations.
With this insight it is also fairly straightforward to come up with lower bound and
upper bounds for the quality of the clusters. We can then compare various quality
metrics about each representation’s clustering to these bounds.
Random Clustering. It is reasonable to expect a clustering to do no worse than randomly grouping functions. To estimate this worst case, we randomly generate similarity
distances between all pairs of functions in the code base and use these distances along
with average linkage agglomerative clustering to generate clusters. We would expect
all properties of the functions in each of these clusters to be random selections of
properties from the global set of functions.
Ideal Clustering. Clusters built using the same information upon which they are
evaluated should represent an upper bound. We will evaluate clusters based on the
consistency with which their functions react to optimization, so we use the evaluation data and Ward’s linkage agglomerative clustering to build this loose upper bound.
(Loose due to the heuristic nature of agglomerative clustering in this context.) It is
important to note that this is also an unfair upper bound because it assumes complete
knowledge whereas other representations, by definition, are incomplete approximations of function behavior. With complete knowledge, this ideal clustering can account
for random variations in runtime as well as measurement error.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
3.1. Data Collection

We collected static and dynamic execution characteristics data from functions in
SPEC CPU 2006 suite. The static information (viz., instruction mix and CDFG
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representations) were collected using a custom LLVM pass operating on code compiled to bitcode with “-O0 -g” options. Optimization is mostly turned off as we want to
analyze code which is closely related to the original source code; optimizations distort
this relationhip. We used the “mem2reg”3 and “basicaa”4 optimization and analysis
passes before invoking our own. Dynamic data flow graphs and load distances were
collected using custom PIN [Luk et al. 2005] tools.
Function Profiling Framework. To measure the reactions of functions to optimization, we used performance counters via LiMiT [Demme and Sethumadhavan 2011] to
measure the execution times of functions precisely. To account for random variation,
we execute programs three times and use the average.
Function Pruning. Data is collected about SPEC functions from four different tools
(viz., LLVM, GCC, PIN and profiling tools), each of which have some limitations and
caveats e.g., measurement errors of very short functions e.g., less than 10k cycles.
To fairly evaluate our representations, we need to execute CENTRIFUGE with a set of
functions for which all of this data is available and accurate. As a result of pruning we
are left with 628 functions, 1/3 of which are selected for training and the remaining
2/3 are used for evaluation in the following section.
3.2. Evaluation

To evaluate the merit of the CENTRIFUGE methodology and the success of each representation we have proposed, we must judge the utility of its results. To do so, we take a
retrospective approach: if the clusters which CENTRIFUGE produces react homogeneously
to existing optimizations, then there exists some relationship between the clusters and
these existing optimizations. As a result, we speculate that these clusters may have
been useful in discovering these optimizations.
Existing Optimizations. We select four of GCC’s optimizations (unswitch-loops,
predictive-commoning, gcse-after-reload and tree-vectorize) which can be applied beyond the -O2 level. These are all of the optimizations which are turned on by ’-O3’
with the exception of inlining-based optimization, which we cannot use since we are
measuring each function. We then create 15 different combinations of these four5 and
use them with -O2. We measured the effect of these fifteen different combinations of
optimization flags on SPEC.
By evaluating CENTRIFUGE against advanced optimizations (which often have minimal or negative effect on functions) and simultaneously combining them with basic
optimizations we make our task both more difficult and more realistic. Newer optimizations are likely to be relatively complex and/or less-than-universally applicable as
much of the “low-hanging fruit” has been realized in the simpler optimizations. (Indeed
this is the case, as evidenced by the data in Table I, which shows that our selected optimizations have significant effect on a small percentage of our experimental functions.)
Should our representations work well only with simpler optimizations, they are less
likely to be useful in the future. However, if our clustering is effective with advanced
optimizations which are often not effective themselves, this implies that our method
has very good resolution.
Additional Clusterings. To provide context for the results, we artificially generate
two additional clusterings—random and ideal—which represent loose lower and upper
3 The mem2reg optimization is necessary to create sane LLVM bitcode from LLVM-GCC’s output, which
converts all stack variables to pointers instead of using LLVM’s SSA form.
4 Although LLVM has other alias analysis passes, we observed no difference in behavior.
5 GCC does not allow optimization re-ordering; each optimization can simply be on or off, so 24 − 1 = 15 since
we don’t use only ’-O2’.
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Table I.

Optimizations
-O2 -fpredictive-commoning -fgcse-after-reload
-O2 -fpredictive-commoning -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -fpredictive-commoning
-O2 -fgcse-after-reload
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fpredictive-commoning -fgcse-after-reload -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -fpredictive-commoning -fgcse-after-reload -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -fgcse-after-reload -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fgcse-after-reload -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -funswitch-loops
-O2 -funswitch-loops -ftree-vectorize
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fpredictive-commoning -fgcse-after-reload
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fgcse-after-reload
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fpredictive-commoning
-O2 -funswitch-loops -fpredictive-commoning -ftree-vectorize

(Percent of Functions)
Speedup
Slowdown
≥ 15%
≥ 15%
3.1%
6.9%
3.9%
9.1%
2.7%
6.8%
1.9%
9.6%
25.5%
4.4%
3.0%
7.5%
4.1%
9.0%
3.3%
10.2%
7.4%
7.5%
5.0%
7.7%
33.2%
5.3%
2.5%
8.0%
2.5%
7.9%
24.4%
3.3%
16.2%
9.1%

Of our 628 selected functions, this table shows the percentage of programs that were sped up or slowed
down a significant percent (15%) over optimization with just ’-O2’.

bounds. Random clusters are produced using a Gaussian random distance function to
judge the distance between functions. The ideal clusters were built using the profiling data collected for evaluation. Since they are built and evaluated on the same data,
they are close to optimal. This optimality is not guaranteed, however, due to the heuristic nature of agglomerative clustering. Additionally, we construct other clusters using
randomly selected subsets of the evaluation data. These “Existing (1/2)” and “Existing
(1/3)” clusterings use one-half and one-third of the optimizations, respectively, for construction but are evaluated on all of the optimizations. They are intended to judge how
well optimization reaction data generalizes to other optimizations.
Savings. In our cluster analyses, we parameterize groups of clusters by savings.
Recall that “savings” indicates the reduction in number of functions to be examined
after clustering and is defined as (1 − c/ f ) · 100 for f functions grouped into c clusters.
The savings level also represents a trade off: the higher the savings level, there are
fewer clusters, but the functions in each cluster are less likely to be similar. At the
extreme high end, all functions are in a single cluster, and thus there is no interesting
information. At the extreme low end, each cluster contains one function, so there is
also no interesting information. The CENTRIFUGE user must determine an appropriate
point.
4. RESULTS

We design statistical tests to answer the following two questions and qualitatively
evaluate two more.
(1) Are similarity distances (as determined by each representation) within random and
ideal clusters different from global similarity distances? If a representation captures characteristics pertinent to the optimizations, we expect that representation
to produce small distances between functions in ideal clusters. As a sanity check,
we expect distances within random clusters to be little different from the global set
of distances. (Section 4.1)
(2) How consistently does optimization affect functions in each cluster? We would expect functions in clusters which are relevant with respect to existing optimizations
to react similarly to optimization. (Section 4.2)
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Distances Computed by Models Within Ideal and
Random Clusters for 0% to 50% Savings
(0.37)

Random

20%

-5%

DDFG DDFG w/
Tuned
Load
Distances
Tuned

(0.56)
(0.37)
(0.56)

(0.38)

(0.39)

DDFG

(0.57)

0%

(0.57)

5%

(0.39)
(0.51)

10%

(0.40)

15%

(0.54)

Diﬀerence In Distance from Global Mean

Ideal
25%

DDFG w/ Instrucon
Load
Mix
Distances

Stac
CDFG

Fig. 4. To measure the acuity of our representations we compare the average distance between clustered
functions (in the 0% to 50% range) to the global average distance. We expect the random clusters’ averages
to be approximately zero and the ideal clusters’ averages to be greater than that. Measurements show that
random clusters tend to be zero or negative whereas ideal clusters have high differences (T-Test significance
values are in parenthesis). Results indicate that our representations’ distances are not correlated with
random clusters, but are correlated with ideal clusters.

(3) After tuning, what features are most effective? (Section 4.3)
(4) Qualitatively, what type of clusters are produced? (Section 4.4)
4.1. Evaluating Distances in Ideal and Random Clusters

We first wish to determine if our representations’ judgment of similarity is interesting
with respect to existing optimizations. This test uses each representation’s distance
function but not the clusters produced using these distances, only the random and
ideal clusters. As such, it allows us to test for significance using a minimal amount of
clustering and thus eliminate a potential source of error.
For each representation, we compute the average distance between all function pairs.
This average global distance indicates how far apart—on average—functions usually
are for each representation. We then examine the ideal and random clusterings at
each savings level (0%–50%). For each cluster, we look at the distances between each
pair of functions, as determined by each representation. We compute an average of
these internal distances and subtract that number from the representation’s global
average. If the cluster is significant with respect to the representation, the cluster’s
internal distance average will be small and thus this difference will be high. We also
run Student’s T-Test [Student 1908] to determine the significance of this difference.
We further calculate weighted (by cluster size) averages of the mean differences and
average T-Test probabilities for each savings range.
The summary results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4. As expected, differences in the random clusters tend to be closer to zero than in the ideal clusters.6 This
result indicates that there is no correlation between random clusters and our representation distances. The fact that differences in ideal clusters are higher indicates
that representation distances tend to be smaller in these clusters than the average
6 In some cases, the bars for random clusters are visibly above or below zero. This is because the distributions
are skewed, so random selection is more likely be closer to the global median rather than the global average.
The more important comparison is the difference between the two bars.
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global distance. Further, the T-Test probability values are smaller for the ideal clusters, showing a greater chance that these differences are significant. On the whole,
this test shows that all of the proposed representations have a closer relationship to
ideal clusters than random clusters. Although tempting, we cannot determine from
this difference data which of the representations is superior. Although normalized using distance averages, these distances are not guaranteed to have similar distributions,
so we cannot determine the significance of these values relative to each other.
4.2. Clustering Quality and Implications

Next, we evaluate the consistency of optimization reactions within each cluster. In contrast to the previous test of distances in random and ideal clusters, this test evaluates
the clusters generated by each of our representations in addition to the two artificial
ones—random and ideal—allowing us to directly compare all of them. To test this consistency, we compute the standard deviation of reaction to optimization (as defined in
Eq. (7)) for all functions within each cluster. The intuition behind this metric is simple:
good clusters should contain functions which react similarly to optimization. To present
these data, we compute the reaction standard deviation for each cluster and average
across all the clusters at each savings level.
Figure 5 shows the consistency of optimization reaction for each representation
described in this paper, plus the ideal and random clusters. As expected, the consistency
of the clusters tends to decrease with savings because the clusters must grow in size,
forcing functions with decreasing similarity into the same clusters. This is a direct
result of the tradeoff discussed in the above “savings” paragraph.
There are several other interesting things to note in these results.
(1) These results clearly demonstrate that instruction mixes and “Existing (1/3)” are
largely worthless for clustering because they are barely better than random.
(2) As expected, using a substantial amount of the evaluation data (Existing 1/2) produces good results. When this quantity is decreased to one-third, however, the
results are little better than random. This result implies that optimization reactions themselves are poor predictors of similarity because they do not generalize to
other optimizations.
(3) Few of the representations perform well in the very low savings range (0% to
25%) compared to ideal. Although subtle, this affirms a widely-held belief that
performance is extremely difficult to predict accurately. Although several of the
representations are able to predict large performance changes, none can do so at
the accuracy required to perform well in this regime.
(4) Static CDFG fairs very poorly overall but perform well in the small savings range
(0% to 25%). This result implies that Static CDFGs are very useful for identifying
identical functions, but poor for gauging approximate function similarity. We speculate that this is due to weaknesses in alias analysis and as a result, Static CDFGs
contain too many edges to be useful.
Overall, our proposed representations are a mixed bag: some perform well and some
do not. In general, representations utilizing dynamic data flow graphs perform well; the
area under the tuned dynamic data flow graph representation curve is 80% closer to the
area under the ideal curve than that of the random curve! This result is encouraging
and confirms the utility of CENTRIFUGE: clusters of functions which react similarly to
optimization can be built using generic representations.
Discussion of Optimizations. We can also examine our results’ relationship to
the optimizations we are using for evaluation—predictive-commoning, tree-vectorize,
unswitch-loops, and gcse-after-reload. Predictive commoning examines loops and
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Fig. 5. Consistency of optimization reactions for clusters from various representations. Consistency is calculated as standard deviation, so lower numbers are better. Each clustering is shown relative to loose upper
and lower bounds, “ideal” and “random”. Although none of the representations perform perfectly, we see that
“Tuned Dynamic Data Flow Graph” performs very well.
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Table II.
Parameter

DDFG
Basic Block Annotations
Dependence Chain Length
1.0
Number of Int Instructions
1.0
Number of FP Instructions
0.64
Number of Memory Loads
0
Graph Mapping
Neighborhood Score (vs. local similarity score)
0.46
Graph Scoring
Difference in Local Similarity
0.05
Difference in Edges
1.0
Unmatched Annotation Penalty
0
Unmatched Edge Penalty
0.64
Load Distances
Graph Similarity Score
—
Difference in LD Means
—
Difference in LD Std. Dev.
—

DDFG w/ LD
0
0.68
0.95
0.26
1.0
0
0.54
0.18
0.33
0.45
0.84
0

Parameter values for dynamic data flow graphs and dynamic data flow graphs with load distances after
tuning them via simulated annealing. Area under the curves of Figure 5 was used as the objective function
to minimize.

attempts to pull out redundant computations. Tree vectorization is GCC’s auto vectorizer, intended to create parallel SSE code from normal loops. Unswitch loops pulls
conditional statements out of loops allowing the loop to be optimized with less hindrance. Finally, GCSE after reload invokes another subexpression elimination with
the goal of eliminating redundant loads. In each case, there are characteristics in the
code which determine whether or not the optimization can be applied and how performance will be affected. The results of some of our representations imply that they are
capturing some of these characteristics whereas others are not.
With regard to our DDFG (dynamic data flow graph) representation, what features
relevant to these optimizations could it be capturing? All of these optimizations deal
with movement (or elimination) of operations and thus the optimizations sensitive to
both control and data dependences—if certain dependencies exist, the optimization
cannot be applied. Alternatively, if certain dependence patterns do exist, the first three
optimizations may be applied and strongly affect performance.
We also add load distances to indicate data locality for one representation. Although
it does not seem to have a strong effect on our results, it is possible that it could
related strongly to unswitch loops and GCSE optimizations. Both eliminate redundant
operations (which are likely to have memory operations); since these operations are
likely to occur often and are guaranteed to access the same memory, they will likely
have very good locality. As such, low load distances may weakly indicate that these
optimizations would apply.
Lastly, it is not surprising that instruction mix does poorly; merely knowing that a
function has memory loads or integer calculations tells us nothing about whether or
not the operations can be moved.
Although our results are specific to these four optimizations, we suspect that dependencies are key to most complex optimization, thus our DDFG representations are
likely to scale well.
4.3. Evaluation of Parameter Tuning

As discussed in Section 2.3, “Parameter Tuning”, we use simulated annealing to optimize parameters used for our graph comparisons—dynamic data flow graphs and
dynamic data flow graphs with load distances (locality information). The resulting
weights are shown in Table II. Though potentially interesting, these results have no
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Table III.

Cluster #1
int CCTK_NumTimeLevelsFromVarI (int var) {
return ((0 <= var && var < total_variables) ?
groups[group_of_variable[var]].n_timelevels:
-1);
}
int CCTK_GroupTypeFromVarI (int var) {
return ((0 <= var && var < total_variables) ?
groups[group_of_variable[var]].gtype :
-1)
}

int ETree_frontSize (ETree *etree, int J) {
if ( etree == NULL || J < 0 ||
J >= etree->nfront ) {
fprintf(stderr, "\n fatal error in"
"ETree_frontSize(%p,%d)\n"
" bad input\n", etree, J);
exit(-1);
}
return(etree->nodwghtsIV->vec[J]);
}

An example cluster in which all functions are guarded accessors. The first two are from 436.cactusADM and
the last is from 454.calculix. In these clusters, conditions are checked before returning data from a structure.
The error case, however, is different—two return error codes, one aborts. Error cases are uncommon, so they
have little effect on performance, and may provide an (de)optimization opportunity.

guarantee of optimality as they are found in continuous in 12-dimensional space. Although not optimal these weights were used to generate the clusters evaluated and
presented here and evaluate better than untuned representations. There are several
interesting observations to make about the weights.
(1) The dependence chain length within a basic block is hugely important to gauging similarity unless load distances are being considered. Further, the number of
memory loads in each basic block are not a good indicator of similarity unless load
distances are also considered.
(2) Although the similarity between basic blocks is used in the graph mapping stage,
they are not used in scoring. Instead, the graphical edge similarity (number of
matched/unmatched edges) is used. As a result, graphs of different sizes are penalized far less with out tuned models than untuned.
(3) When integrating load distances, the difference in standard deviations is not used,
however the difference in log load distance averages is given nearly twice the weight
as the graph similarity. This indicates that data locality is important in judging
similarity.
4.4. Qualitative Evaluation of Cluster Results

The results presented in Figure 5 show that tuned dynamic data flow graphs tend to
do a reasonable job clustering functions which will react similarly to optimization. So,
what sort of functions get grouped together? To answer this question, we examine clusters produced around the 15% to 20% savings level. In some clusters, we see functions
which are nearly duplicates. Others have obvious patterns—these may indicate potential widely-applicable opportunities for optimization. Other clusters contain functions
which do not appear similar, yet react similarly to optimization and have similar data
flow graphs. Here are some examples.
Near-Duplicates. Programs like GCC tend to have many functions which are autogenerated and thus nearly identical. Many of these near-duplicates are very small
functions (often constructors) with a single basic block. These clusters are largely
uninteresting as they are best optimized via inlining and in-context optimization.
Guarded Accessors. By far, the most common pattern we see clustered is a pattern
we call “guarded accessors”. Although class field accessors are thought to be a pattern
used primarily in object-oriented languages, we also see in C that many functions are
created to conditionally get or mutate a data structure. For an example, see Table III.
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Table IV.

Cluster #2
tree nreverse (tree t)
tree prev = 0, decl,
for (decl = t; decl;
next = TREE_CHAIN
TREE_CHAIN (decl)
prev = decl;
}
return prev;
}

{
next;
decl = next) {
(decl);
= prev;

void type_hash_add (unsigned int hashcode,
tree type) {
struct type_hash *h;
void **loc;
h = (struct type_hash *)
ggc_alloc (sizeof (struct type_hash));
h->hash = hashcode;
h->type = type;
loc = htab_find_slot_with_hash(type_hash_table,
h, hashcode, INSERT);
*(struct type_hash **) loc = h;
}

An example cluster in which functions react similarly to optimization, but do not appear similar. Despite
the dissimilarity, these two functions have identical dynamic data flow graphs and react similarly to optimization.

These clusters represent a common behavior that one might be able to optimize. First,
all of them have a very uncommon branch case—the error conditions—where performance does not matter. Second, the conditions being checked have few side effects
(with the exception of NULL checks), so they can be evaluated in any order. These
uncommon cases may be detected via profiling. Alternatively, it may be reasonable to
assume simple return values like −1 or not returning (like the exit call) are uncommon cases. Further, the functions shown here are not directly affected much by the four
optimizations we are applying, and thus may represent a new optimization opportunity.
Non-Intuitive Clusters. There is another set of clusters which contain functions which
react similarly to optimization, but it is not intuitively (or obviously) clear why. Table IV
shows an example—one function which reverses a list and another that inserts a record
into a hash table. While one has a loop (which is likely not unrolled as it is pointer
chasing) the other has no loop in either its body nor function calls. One allocates
memory and makes a function call, the other is a terminal in the call chain. What do
these functions have in common? First, their dynamic data flow graphs are identical,
have very similar edge weights and their basic block annotations are similar—they
have very few integer and floating point calculations but have memory loads in some
basic blocks. The similar memory patterns mean that similar data placements, layouts
or prefetching strategies may work similarly on both functions. This class of clusters
is probably the most interesting; it shows similarity that likely would not have been
recognized during manual inspection of the code, yet our generic representation and
profiling of optimized code shows similar behavior and reactions to optimization.
5. RELATED WORK

Related research topics include performance prediction mechanisms, machine learning
applications in optimization, program behavior analysis and code mining for topic
analysis and microarchitectural enhancement, and computational kernel classification.
Several works [Dubach et al. 2007; Cavazos et al. 2006; Hoste et al. 2006] attempt
to predict the reaction of code to various program transformations using code features,
profiling information from subsets of possible program transformations and dynamic
program characteristics (like instruction mix and strides), respectively. These works,
however, are based entirely on overall program speedup and whole program analysis.
While there are some similarities to our work (in spirit) none of these works discuss
clustering based on the program features. These works are largely motivated by the
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problem of determining if/when an optimization should be applied during compilation
and not for characterizing program behavior.
A large body of work [Leather et al. 2009; Cavazos 2008; Alvincz and Glesner 2009;
Stephenson and Amarasinghe 2005; Stephenson et al. 2003; Agakov et al. 2006; Fursin
and Temam 2009] attempts to apply machine learning techniques to compiler optimizations. The bulk of this work attempts to improve existing optimizations and their
associated heuristics via machine learning or find better combinations of program optimizations (phase ordering.) While some of them implicitly use clustering, none of these
cluster on graphical formats which this work shows to be advantageous.
The software engineering community has several works [Kuhn et al. 2007; Ugurel
et al. 2002; Tangsripairoj and Samadzadeh 2005] in which functions are clustered
to identify functions which have similar keywords or are semantically similar. These
efforts use textual analysis, so there is little reason to believe these analysis techniques
could be relevant to program characterization as minor changes in source code (e.g.,
changing variable names) do not typically affect optimization or performance behavior.
The software engineering community has also long worked to identify “copy and
paste” code. Many approaches [Li et al. 2006; Kamiya et al. 2002; Baxter et al. 1998;
Gabel et al. 2008; Krinke 2001; Pham et al. 2009; Kontogiannis 1993; Basit and
Jarzabek 2009; Smith and Horwitz 2009] have been developed, nearly all of which
rely solely on static code analysis. Typically, these tools are not designed to calculate
similarity—they only detect when code has been copied, thus any graph matching algorithms they use do not require the same level of approximation our approch provides.
In the architecture community there is also some relevent work in both benchmark
selection and program graph mining. Several papers [Joshi et al. 2006; Phansalkar
et al. 2007; Eeckhout et al. 2003] use analysis to find redundancy in sets of benchmark
programs. These techniques can be used for benchmark selection however they operate
at the granularity of an entire program. As a result, this work is largely complimentary
and in fact was indirectly used to select benchmarks for this paper as [Phansalkar
et al. 2007] was used to create SPEC06. Another set of papers [Hormati et al. 2007;
Clark et al. 2003; Clark et al. 2006] use program mining to assist in instruction set
customization. In this work, Clark et al. examine and find common patterns in graphs,
however their techniques work to find very small patterns—several instructions—only
rather than function-granularity patterns and idioms.
Another effort to recognize patterns in code is XARK [Arenaz et al. 2008]. XARK’s is
able to classify loop structures into several categories of computational kernels types
such as inductions, maps and scalar assignments. CENTRIFUGE is distinctly different as
it computes approximate similarity and hierarchically clusters functions. Other work
[Gupta et al. 2010] on design pattern mining uses inexact graph matching, an approach
similar to ours. It uses a different approximate graph matching algorithm, however,
and operates on UML graphs rather than automatically collected data.
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed clustering on graphical intermediate program representations for program characterization. We used approximate graph similarity to drive our
graph clustering. To evaluate the effectiveness of such clustering we designed a framework called CENTRIFUGE that groups functions based on common static and dynamic
characteristics. We have shown that functions grouped by graphical properties tend to
react similarly to several existing optimizations. These results indicate that (1) it is
possible to classify code snippets into behavioral groups which react similarly to optimization and (2) that clustering on graphical representations produces better results
compared to static non-graphical formats. Further, based on manual analysis of some
of clustered functions we determine that there is potential for discovering interesting
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patterns and thus our techniques may actually be useful for program characterization. This process of automatic behavior discovery could be an important step towards
automatic optimization discovery.
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